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feb 20 : alphasim freeware models : when the older (mostly fs9-era) freeware models were uploaded to our freeware pages, it was the policy at that time not to include the panels and
gauges, so many were without instruments. we are now happy to include all panels and gauges for any freeware models we list, so if you have already downloaded a free model from
our site and it lacks a panel and/or gauges, drop us an e-mail and we can re-upload your model's complete zip file(s) - this time with all panel files included. jan 30 : alphasim freeware

models : when the older (mostly fs9-era) freeware models were uploaded to our freeware pages, it was the policy at that time not to include the panels and gauges, so many were
without instruments. we are now happy to include all panels and gauges for any freeware models we list, so if you have already downloaded a free model from our site and it lacks a
panel and/or gauges, drop us an e-mail and we can re-upload your model's complete zip file(s) - this time with all panel files included. nov 9 : alphasim freeware models : when the

older (mostly fs9-era) freeware models were uploaded to our freeware pages, it was the policy at that time not to include the panels and gauges, so many were without instruments.
we are now happy to include all panels and gauges for any freeware models we list, so if you have already downloaded a free model from our site and it lacks a panel and/or gauges,

drop us an e-mail and we can re-upload your model's complete zip file(s) - this time with all panel files included. i'm really excited about this release, i've been waiting for it for a while.
it's an upgrade of an existing alphasim package, but it's a new 3d model of a helicopter, in addition to the upgraded textures, it has an improved cockpit. the package includes both

the vip transport and medevac types.
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fsx alphasim: a90 orlenok, a-w whitley, arado ar196, b-52 stratofortress, blackburn buccaneer, bristol beaufort, c-130 hercules, c-141 starlifter, douglas boston, f-22 raptor, f-8 u
crusader, f-80 shooting star, f-84f thunderstreak, f-107a, f7f-3 tigercat, gloster meteor, handley page halifax, handley page victor, hawker typhoon, kawanishi h6k5 mavis, lockheed
u-2s, martin baker, mcdonnell f3h demon, md-500, p-47d thunderbolt, p-51 mustang, pby catalina, pv-2 harpoon, ra-5c vigilante, sepecat jaguar, spitfire, su-47 berkut, t-50 bobcat,
tu-16 badger, vickers valiant, westland lysander jan 22 : the alphasim b-36 peacemaker has finally been re-released as a virtavia product! the usual vendors will be listing this great
model package in the next few days. both the b-36h and b-36b are featured. both the fs9 and (native) fsx models have a 2d panel, old-style vc, sounds, illustrated checklist, 2 set of
reflective textures, panel info images and a readme.txt which lists the keypresses for the animations. jul 15 : alphasim freeware models : when the older (mostly fs9-era) freeware

models were uploaded to our freeware pages, it was the policy at that time not to include the panels and gauges, so many were without instruments. we are now happy to include all
panels and gauges for any freeware models we list, so if you have already downloaded a free model from our site and it lacks a panel and/or gauges, drop us an e-mail and we can re-
upload your model's complete zip file(s) - this time with all panel files included. aug 11 : alphasim freeware models : when the older (mostly fs9-era) freeware models were uploaded to
our freeware pages, it was the policy at that time not to include the panels and gauges, so many were without instruments. we are now happy to include all panels and gauges for any

freeware models we list, so if you have already downloaded a free model from our site and it lacks a panel and/or gauges, drop us an e-mail and we can re-upload your model's
complete zip file(s) - this time with all panel files included. 5ec8ef588b
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